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Prez Sez

Honest UM Buro

by Bill, W6TEX

by Ed Kritsky, NT2X

Like many members, your prez has been
busy tuning for the South Sandwich
operation. Where are those guys, anyway?
Please don't forget to send your
nomination for DXer of the Year to Kip
Edwards, W6SZN.
And have a good month, DX-wise and
otherwise.

In our recent QSO Sergei, UM0MO, gave
me some details on the current state of
Amateur Radio in UM-land. They are in the
process of forming their own independent
Amateur Radio association.
The new QSL bureau for Kyrgyz Republic
is: 720020 Kyrgyz, Bishkek 20, Box 1100.
Note the reverse order of addresses-correct
in the C.I.S., as it always was in the U.S.S.R.
Those who try the old bureau address, Box
392, should be aware that box belongs to
UM7MG, who removed IRCs and "green
stamps" and never delivered any mail to the
bureau. The scam was discovered only
weeks ago, so UM7MG managed to get his
address listed as the bureau in many
magazines and bulletins. I hope this helps
prevent further loss.

March Meeting
This issue of the DXer had to go to press
before the March meeting site or program
selection could be completed.
So please listen to the Thursday night net
or contact a club officer a few days before
the second Friday in March to get that
information.

from the Feb. '92 'NJDXA Newsletter' (club
paper of the North Jersey OX Assoc.)

Your Calendar
1992 Kermedec Plans Cancelled ForLivermore
Swap Meet: 1st Sunday each

by Ron Wright, ZL 1AMO

I

have received many requests for a ZL8
DXpedition over the last few years.
Responding to this interest, I began
making plans in 1991.
I was able to arrange transportation to
Raoul Island on a fishing boat- the same
one that took our ZL9 group in February
1988.
I inquired ofNZ DOC about permission to
land on Kermedec and was told it could be
done if a fee was paid.

Volume XLV

The total cost of the boat and the landing
fee comes to NZ$25,000.
Next, a fund-raising program commenced.
But after six months of publicity, less than
ten percent of the required total has been
raised. As a result, I was forced to cancel the
expedition.
I hope that some time in the future some
hams will get to Kermedec, perhaps
someone on the DOC staff, and put ZL8 on
the air again.
Meanwhile I'll be QRV from various DX
spots as time and finances allow.
~

~~

~~

'~
~~

~~

month starting at 7 A.M. at Las Positas
College. Contact WU7R.
International DX Convention: Aprill012 in Visalia. Contact N6IC.
Dayton Hamvention. April 24-26.
Contact WA8DQH.
San Joaquin Valley Section ARRL
Convention and 50th Fresno Hamfest.
May 1- 3 at the Fresno Airport Holiday
Inn. Contact W6YEP or WA60IB.
ARRL National Convention: August
20-23 in L.A. Contact W6BF.

from 'Pacific Division Update' by W6DPD
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Board ofDirectors Meeting
There was no BOD meeting in February.

General Meeting
The general meeting was held at Harry's
Hoftbrau in Mountain View on February 13,
a Thursday. Bill, W61EX, presided.
~~ Jim, W6CF, gave a DXAC new-country
rundown, saying:
Bougainville, CIA, is unlikely.
Snake Island (Black Sea) is in
doubt. With the Black Sea Fleet
situation uncertain, no one can
say whether Snake Island will
end up owned by the Russian
Republic or Ukraine.
Wrangle Island, UA0KG, won't
count for DXCC (and no, it's not
a Lloyd Colvin operation).
The Basilica of the Holy House
of Laredo-about 100 miles
north of the Vatican: activity is
afoot to apply, but Jim predicts it
won't be accepted.
Pratas Island, controlled by and
260 miles off the coast of
Taiwan, would qualify if a group
trying to get permission to
operate from Taiwan's military
succeeds. WFWL.
YU-land, Croatia and Slovenia:
the European Community has
recognized them as independent
states but the U.S. hasn't. If that
changes, they should qualify.

U-land: the Tatar region and
several others have made claims
of independence recently. So far,
the Russian Republic is having
none of it.
North Korea: paperwork has not
yet been received for the P5CC
operation; it's still in doubt.
Jim also mentioned that a new DXCC
list and a little guide-book are available
from ARRL. Send an SASE for the list,
or $2 for both. The book is also
available at HRO.
~:~ Bob, KN6J, gave a brief report on the
committee that was formed to formulate
a new policy limiting packet DX
announcements by "Charlie." So far,
committee members W6JZU,
WA6AHF, WB6WKM, and KN6J
haven't met, but they plan to soon.
~~ Paul, AA6Z, gave out Marathon
plaques and certificates to the winners
present (see Feb. DXer for a rundown
on who came out on top).
~~ Andy Cooper, W6KQK, and AI
Burnham, W4RIM, were reinstated.
~~~ Second readings were held for Tim
Curran, W7UAB; Richard Chatelain,
WB6IPY, and John Mankey, WX6G.
All are now new members.
*.:
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Reinstated:

1602 Edmonton Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
h & w:
408!733-7733
Richard Chatelain, WB6JPY (A)
6706 Elwood Road
San Jose, CA 95120
h:
408/268-2344
w:
408/433-5880
John Markey, WX6G (E)
8176 Via Zapata
Dublin, CA 94568
h:
510/829-5099
w:
510/842-0771

Andy Cooper, W6KQK
14440 Manuella Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
h:
415/948-1947
AI Burnham, W4RIM
42 Meadow hill Drive
Tiburon, CA 94920
h:
415/435-6786
w:
415/435-0308

New Members:
Tom Curran, W7UAB (G)

\
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R·oster Changes
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Mt. Athos
Marconi Got the Kudos, but
Controversy Three Yanks ...
by Bill, W2TQC, and Bill, KC1AG'
K2TQC: "I don't understand the continuing
controversy on Baldur's (DJ6SI) Athas
operation. I'm the one who had all the
documentation transferred and translated to
the satisfaction of the ARRL.
"No one monk speaks for all the
monasteries on Athas. The mountain is a
holy place with lots of independent
monasteries. My friend compared them to
wineries. Each has its unique leadership,
visiting arrangements, etc. Baldur stayed in
one of the more popular ones whose
leadership signed all the documentation.
"The monastery that invited [Baldur]
watched him operate. A Greek fellow in my
office who is familiar with Mt. Athas did the
translations and talked to Don Search about
it on the telephone. There should be no
remaining questions; it counts and will
continue to count."
KC1AG: "Here are a few more facts:
"Mt. Athas is also known as Hagion Oros,
Greek for Holy Mountain, and rises to 6670
feet. It has a community of about twenty
monasteries of the Order of St. Basil of the
Orthodox Eastern Church, and includes
about thirty square miles of territory.
"The community was founded in 936 AD
and enjoyed administrative independence
under the Byzantine and Ottoman empires as
well as the under the current Greek
government.
"The chief town, Karyai, is the seat of the
Holy Community. A committee of one
representative from each monastery governs
the monks of Mt. Athos."
from 'Ramblings' by Bill Hellman, NA2M, in
the Feb. '92 'NJDXA Newsletter of the North
Jersey DX Assoc.)
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W

en you flip on the radio, think
Lee de Forest. As you scan the
FM dial, praise Edwin Howard
Armstrong. While you eavesdrop on the
airwaves, hail David Sarnoff.
Marconi didn't invent radio. These three
did. Faceless and forgotten, they brought you
everything from Franklin Roosevelt's
"fireside chats" to Garrison Keillor's folksy
broadcasts; they're the subject of a new
book, "Empire of the Air: The Men Who
Made Radio," by Skidmore College English
professor Tom Lewis.
Americans know Edison invented the light
bulb, Ford created the assembly line, and
Bell invented the telephone. But what most
believe, that Guglielmo Marconi invented
the wireless telegraph, isn't true. This
innovation, the basis of the radio revolution,
was sparked by de Forest, Armstrong, and
mogul Sarnoff.
De Forest, more a blunderer than an
inventor, created the audion, the first
vacuum tube-that revolutionized wireless
reception. Armstrong, a single-minded
genius, invented FM. His tuning and
detection methods are still in use today in
radios and television sets.
Samoff-a gutsy, self-made executivetook de Forest's and Armstrong's inventions
and built one of the greatest business
monoliths in U.S. history around themRadio Corporation of America.
"Broadcasting is the single most important
invention of the twentieth century," Lewis
said. "Radio was the first national medium.
It was much more than a quaint precursor to
television. Radio changed the interior
landscape of the country in the same way
Henry Ford changed the exterior landscape."
Information, ideas and entertainment,
became common ground from coast to coast.
Restaurants had to pipe in "Amos 'n Andy"
every weekend at seven or diners would
leave. Thirty million tuned in Charles
Lindburgh's welcome-home celebration.

"Lindburgh's homecoming was the fust
'national experience' we had," Lewis
claimed. "It was stunning. Instantaneously,
we were there."
In 1977, half a century after that event,
Lewis read a newspaper article on
Armstrong. It described how his reputation
as the early genius of radio was eroded by his
patent fights with de Forest and Sarnoff.
Lewis had never heard of the inventor and
was fascinated that such a tragic, forgotten
figure had been behind the radio revolution.
"The early twentieth century story is about
two lone inventors and an entrepreneur who
understood the ramifications of the
inventions," said Lewis. "Sarnoff realized
the implications of radio, and that made him
as important to the creation of broadcasting
as the inventors of the technology."
Lewis began writing "Empire of the Air"
in 1987. Ken Bums, who employed Lewis as
a consultant on his creation "The Civil War"
and as a researcher and writer on earlier
documentaries, quickly became tuned in to
Lewis' subject and began work on a
companion film.
"I just got sucked into the drama of the
story," Bums said in a telephone interview.
"It's a really dark, dark tale. We tend to
fashion our own mythology in the twentieth
century, but this story just shoots it all to
hell."
continued on page 5
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Geographic Name Changes, Since 1988
CITIES AND TOWNS:

submitted by K/6YB

Old Name

COUNTRIES:
Old Name
Spanish State
Fiji

When New Name
'89 Kingdom of Spain
'89 Republic of Fiji

Papua New Guinea

'90 Independent State of

People's Republic of Benin

'90 Republic of Benin

People's Republic of Bulgaria

'90 Republic of Bulgaria

People's Republic of Congo

'91 Republic of Congo

Papua New Guinea

People's Rep. of Mozambique '91 Republic of Mozambique
Somali Democratic Republic

'91 Somali Dem. Republic (south)
Somaliland Republic (north)

Union of Soviet Soc. Republics '91 Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)

When New Name

Brezhnev, USSR

'88 Naberezhynyye Chelny,

Andropov, USSR
Ustinov, USSR

Russian Federation
'88 Rybinsk, Russian Federation
'88 lzhevsk, Russian Federation

Chemenko, USSR
Puerto Presidente Stroessner,
Paraguay
Leninvaros, Hungary
Gorky, USSR
Ordzhonikidze, USSR
Kapsukas, USSR
Kingisepp, USSR
Kuybyshev, USSR
Kuybyshev [Tataria]

'88 Sharypovo, Russian Federation
'90 Ciudad del Este
'90 Tiszaujvaros
'90 Nizhny Novgorod,
Russian Federation
'90 Vladikavkaz, Russian Fed.
'90 Marijampole, Lithuania
'90 Kuressaare, Estonia
'90 Samara, Russian Federation
'91 Bulgar [Tatarstan],
Russian Federation

NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES:
Old Name

When New Name

Fed. States of Micronesia (U.S.) '90 Federated States of Micronesia
Rep. of Marshall Islands (U.S.) '90 Rep. of the Marshall Islands
Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Rep. '90 Republic of Lithuania
Latvian Soviet Socialist Rep.

'91 Republic of Latvia

Estonian Soviet Socialist Rep.

'91 Republic of Estonia

Georgian Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Republic of Georgia
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Republic of Ukraine
Byelorussian Soviet Soc. Rep.

'91 Republic of Belarus

Moldavian Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Republic of Moldova
Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Dem. Republic of Azerbaijan
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic '91 Republic of Uzbekistan
Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Rep.

'91 Republic of Kyrghyzstan

Tajik Soviet Socialist Republic '91 Republic of Tajikistan
Armenian Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Republic of Armenia
Turkmen Soviet Socialist Rep. '91 Republic of Turkmenistan
Soc. R. of Slovenia, Yugoslavia '91 Republic of Slovenia
Soc. R. of Croatia, Yugoslavia '91 Republic of Croatia
S. R. of Macedonia, Yugoslavia '91 Republic of Macedonia
Socialist Republic of Bosnia
and Hercegovina, Yugoslavia '91 Rep. of Bosnia and Hercegovina
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Gheorghe-Gheorghiu-Dej,
Romania
Qyteti-Stalin, Albania

'91 Liski

Tolbukhin, Bulgaria
Gottwaldov, Czechoslovakia
Gotvald, USSR

'91 Ku~ove
'91 Dobrich
'91 Zlin
'91 Zmiyev, Ukraine

Zhdanovsk, USSR

'91 Beylagan, Azerbaijan

Mayakovsky, USSR

'91 Bagdadi, Georgia

Makharadze, USSR
Tsulukidze, USSR
Gegechkori, USSR
Mikha Tskhakaya, USSR

'91 Ozurgeti, Georgia
'91 Khone, Georgia
'91 Martvili, Georgia

Rybachye, USSR
Frunze, USSR
Leninakan, USSR

'91 lssyk-Kul, Kyrghyzstan
'91 Bishkek, Kyrghyzstan
'91 Kumayri, Armenia

Leninabad, USSR
Leningrad, USSR

'91 Khudzhand, Tajikistan
'91 Saint Petersburg, Russian Fed.

Sverdlovsk, USSR
Zagorsk, USSR

'91 Sergiyev Posad, Russian Fed.

'91 Senaki, Georgia

'91 Yekaterinburg, Russian Fed.

compiled by Zolta.n Grossman, Mapping Specialties Ltd., Madison,
Wlfrom sources including the U.S. State Department, United Nations,
International Cartographic Associan, National Geographic Society,
Britannica Book of the Year and the Soviet Embassy.
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Battling Totalitarianism Through Amateur Radio
by Liz Deutsch, NK0P
11 hams (and most others passingly
familiar with Amateur Radio) are
aware of Amateur Radio's role in
providing important and sometimes lifesaving communications during disasters.
The August 1991 Soviet coup showed
how hams affect major world events. The
following account is taken from an article in
the December 2 issue of New Yorker
Magazine by David Owen.
A young man named Andy Fyodorov
spent the Soviet coup attempt inside the
Russian Parliament Building with Boris
Yeltsin and his supporters.
It was feared telephone lines would be cut,
leaving them isolated. Mr. Fyodorov's job
was to "maintain communications between
Yeltsin and the outside world."
He did the logical thing (for an Amateur):
set up an Amateur Radio network. As a
result, Amateurs all over the country were
able to communicate vital information
including general news and troop

Three Yanks...

tromp. 3

While Empire of the Air tells of the
triumph of broadcasting, it also tells of
failure and misery for the three men at the
story's core. De Forest's inventions made
millions for others, but he died with just
$1250 in the bank- a suicide after four
decades of patent fights.
Sarnoff, though maintaining his grip on
RCA and later winning his battle to
introduce color television, lived long enough
to see his beloved company lose its
dominance of the industry. Without Sarnoff,
RCA crumbled and was finally bought out
by its old nemesis General Electric in 1985.
Telling the story of radio, a medium for
the ears, on the visual medium of television
presented problems for Burns. He tried to
accentuate the aural aspect, using sounds
from broadcasting's early days, along with
voiceover interviews from people who knew
----.. the radio pioneers.
"Like judo, we used a weakness and
turned it into a strength," Burns said. "In a lot
of places I fade to black totally and force you
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movements in their areas. Thus was Yeltsin
able to communicate effectively-a
necessity if he was to gain control.
The coup failed and the telephone lines
were never cut, but Amateur Radio played
an important role anyway. Without the
Amateur Radio network, much vital
information would never have been passed
to and from the Russian Parliament building.
Telephones would have been ineffective or
inefficient in any case because Russia's are
so unreliable.
One of the reasons the coup failed was the
plotters failure to control communications
media. Complete control over communications is a foremost key to the success of
any totalitarian government. In the
"information age," such control has become
increasingly difficult.
Amateur Radio operators, with their hightech skills and their ingenuity, can play a big
role in helping to keep communications open
during major political upheavals. Nothing
has more effectively demonstrated that truth
than the Soviet coup of August 1991.
to listen and remember how startlingly
different radio was when it came along."
"The radio drama of Empire of the Air
focuses on Armstrong," said writer-director
David Ossman. "De Forest becomes the
villain of the piece and Sarnoff the good
friend who betrays the hero."
"I found in Armstrong's life a tremendous
American tale, a story of an inventor's very
real tragedy. And it's a story no one knows,
not even those who work in radio," Ossman
said.
"It might soothe the healthy egos of all
three to know they were the subject of a
television drama. But overall, broadcasting
today would displease de Forest, who
wanted the airwaves to carry 'high culture,"'
Lewis said. "But what de Forest thought of
as high culture was really kitsch."
"Sarnoff also would be unhappy with the
current state of broadcasting because his
cherished RCA has lost its stranglehold on
the industry," Lewis said.
"But Armstrong would be happy with
radio, because FM won."

An American friend and business partner
of Mr. Fyodorov said it best when speaking
of Fyodorovd: "Battling totalitarianism with
Ham Radio is exactly his idea of having a
good time."
from the Feb. '92 '0-Beat,' the newsletter of
the Pikes Peak Radio Amateur Assoc.,
Colorado Springs, CO.

Box 88 Changes
by Ed Kritsky, NT2X
Box 88, Moscow is changing the way it
operates. Hams in the old Soviet Union used
the service for free, but under the new
system the Central Radio Club lost its
subsidy. It must charge or go out of business.
Soon individual C.I.S. amateurs will have
to pay the Central Radio Club 16 roubles per
year and club stations will pay 48 roubles.
(the rouble is worth about one U.S. penny at
the current exchange rate-ed.)
from the Feb. '92 'NJOXA Newsletter' of the
North Jersey OX Assoc.)

As for television, none of the three would
be impressed, though Sarnoff would rejoice
that it's in color, according to Lewis.
"Empire of the Air has the elements of
great tragedy-the hero, the villain, and the
fool," Burns said. "Yet the lines are blurry,
with Armstrong, de Forest, and Sarnoff each
revealing heroic, villainous, and foolish
traits," he said.
The historian's goal should be to tell a
story that would make his subjects "wince a
few times, be humiliated a few times, and
feel proud a few times," Bums said. "Each
incarnation of Empire of the Air-book,
film, and radio drama- would make all
these men uncomfortable and make
Armstrong feel, perhaps, that his life was not
in vain."
(exerpted from "The New Columbia
Encyclopedia" by W.H. Harris and J.S.
Leavy, Columbia University Press, New
York, 1975, p. 177).
from the Feb. '92 'NJOXA Newsletter' of the
North Jersey OX Assoc.)
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Hams il'l War
by Iztok Saje, YU3FK

I

still don't believe what happened here,
it's so awful. But you may be interested
in how some YU hams responded to our
great emergency.
When the YU Army unexpectedly
attacked Slovenia, the first ham reaction
was: stay QRV, stay tuned. There was
no need to help with professional
communications; all worked okay.
We only blocked military repeaters and
simplexes on the 2-meter band. Fortunately,
modification instructions to expand
frequency coverage of our Japanese rigs was
available on computer bulletin boards.
Later we were asked not to QRM military
frequencies; we blocked channels so
effectively that YU3 intelligence could not
get information from their military
communications. There was not yet enough
6-meter equipment to be as effective there
but we gave some help to the police.
Most ham communications, aside from
those active in defense operations, are

involved in helping the press and the Red
Cross. Many requests from hams (health and
welfare traffic-ed.) are also handled.
My role was in packet mode so I can tell
that story myself. First we checked the
network. Everything was operational, so I
sent a few bulletins with emergency
instructions to BBSs. Packet stations at our
TV stations were activated, using printers
attached to Commodore C64s. I got the
phone numbers of the Red Cross, a direct
line to the news services, etc. But telephone
lines carrying news reports were quickly cut.
When the YU Army started bombing TV
stations and communications centers where
most of the packet nodes were, we prepared
secondary links. A few hams left packet
stations QRV, to be used as digipeaters.
Several nodes were attacked: 4N3B on
Mt. Bloc, 4N3P on Mt. Pohorje, andseveral times-4N3H on Mt. Kum and
4N4L on Mt. Krvavec.
The 4N3H antennas were destroyed,
knocking out the 23 em backbone of the
network; but 2-meter links were ready to

W6 PECKING ORDER
DXCC MIXED, 350 AND OVER
by Bill Johnson, W6MUR
(from February 1992 QST, p. 82)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

K6ZO ...... 374
W6HX ..... 373
W6ZO ..... 370
W6BZE ... 369
W6BA ..... 367
W6RT ..... 367
W6PT ...... 366
W6RKP ... 366
W6YK ..... 366
K6DC* .... 365
W6BSY* .365
W6EE ...... 365
W6FSJ ..... 365
KI6T* ...... 364
W6BS ...... 364

*NCDXC member
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

W6SQP ... 364
W6KH* ... 363
W6KII ..... 362
K6RQ* .... 362
W6ET ...... 362
W6BVM .. 361
W6MUR* 361
KR6Q ...... 360
W6HYG .. 360
W60NZ .. 360
W6SN ...... 360
K6LGF .... 359
W6KG* ... 359
W6ZM* ... 359
K6RN ...... 358

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

N6EA* .... 358
W6QNM .358
K6EV ...... 357
K6GA ...... 357
N6FX ...... 357
W6ISQ* .. 357
W6REH ... 357
W6GMF .. 356
W6YA ..... 356
K6WR* ... 355
N6AR ...... 355
W6EL ...... 355
K6MA* ... 354
W6NNV .. 354
W6RJ* .... 354

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

K6LEB .... 353
W6ERA ... 353
W6TPJ .... 353
W6FW ..... 352
W6PN ..... 352
W6TWZ .. 352
K6PU* .... 351
K6QH ...... 351
W6CF* .... 351
K6DT* .... 350
K6JG ....... 350
N6AV ...... 350
W6KPC ... 350
W6KTE ... 350
WA60ET 350

tak~over and the YU3 packet network
rem'fully operational. The 2-meter and
70-cm
epeaters weren't harmed; 4N3H
installation destroyed.
was the o y
We also r . .Qelp from outside YU3.
First, I~
· ed e
!
netto stop BBS forward
and o{t\e
Xin
freeing the YU3
networ\:· f~r ' erge cy traffic only.
Hams in neighboring countries are ready
with secondary links if our current nodes are
destroyed. They are also in touch with the
Red Cross and others, in case a need arises.
So we hams played a role in the defense of
our country. I hope there is no further need,
but we are ready.
Packet node 4N3H is probably the first
ham packet node to be destroyed by military
action. It had four antennas on 23 em, with a
38,400-baud link to YT3MV, a port on
144.600, converse node 4N3H-3, and we
were installing a 70-cm 19,200-baud
Manchester-code user access node.
I hope we will be able to make a full report
when the war is over. 73 and peace to
everyone.
-from 'Short Skip', the newsletter of
Sonoma County (CA) Radio Amateurs, Inc.,
August 1991.

Ham Testing
Fraud
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The FCC has
used amateurs working in an undercover
sting operation to investigate alleged VE
testing fraud at ham radio schools in
California. The FCC acted on complaints
that applicants were able to buy Extra Class
licenses at some VE test sessions and in
some Amateur Radio schools.
The undercover hams, acting the part of
applicants, used concealed tape recorders.
Evidence of wrongdoing was found,
according to the FCC, but no names have yet
been released pending completion of the
investigation.
from the Feb. 92 'The Birmingham,'
newsletter of the Birmingham (Alabama)
Amateur Radio Club.
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NIST
Precise time and frequency information is
needed by electric power utilities, air traffic
controllers, computer networks, scientists of
all kinds, and navigators of ships and planes.
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology, NIST (formerly NBS) provides
this standard.
NIST began broadcasting time and
frequency from WWV in 1923. Since then,
....,...,rv"·es have been expanded to meet
......,.Jfl,.'"' needs of users.
tlriDacR:a:sr services include signals from
WWVH, and WWVB; the
'"'""'.. '"'"'; p •u Loran-C. Services are
telephone voice and data
lines.
.-.
NIST ope
s ~wo HF stations, WWV
and WWVH, rom Fort Collins, CO and
Kauai, HI respectively.
Both transmit on 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 MHz
and WWV also broadcasts on 20 MHz. The
same information is broadcast on all (HF)
components. It would cause irreparable frequencies.
losses to the amateur technicians and hams.
Despite variations in propagation
I think the question of price stabilization conditions, at least one HF signal should be
for radio components must be raised- not available anywhere in the U.S. at any time.
just in your magazine, but before the Generally, frequencies above 10 MHz work
best in daylight and those below at night.
government.
I know the country has problems enough,
but we must not forget our children, who will HF services include:
replace us as doers and rulers. I'm afraid it's
o Time announcements
too late to cry for our lost generation or
o Standard time intervals
grieve for our successors who will be good

Radio Parts Inflation
byS. Aushev

I

d like to question the pricing of radio
components. Our government, perhaps
without thinking, puts them into the
category of spare parts. In the past, those
amateurs who have no opportunity to get
(frankly, steal) components at work could
buy them cheaply.
But now, prices of foodstuffs, clothes and
other day-to-day goods have soared by a
factor of two to four. What will happen when
these 'spare parts' are put on the "free
market?" Their prices can be expected to go
up similarly.
A decisive blow will be inflicted on
teenagers who must ask their parents for
money because they have just begun their
working careers and earn so very little. Thus
we deprive many of our young people of the
possibility to enter our fascinating hobby.
Surely we won't be able to escape the
soaring prices so there's no need to gripe.
But I'm convinced it makes sense to set fixed
ceilings on prices of components. Let them
~ increase no more than, say, 50 percent. This
roughly corresponds to the increase in radio
equipment prices. Under no conditions
should we allow free market pricing of radio
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for nothing.
Of course Amateur Radio is no panacea.
But it can help a sizable number of young
people have a good and useful occupation. It
will help them get professional skills and
increase their intellect.
We must do something about this; the
future of our country is being determined
today!

o

Standard frequencies

o

UTI time corrections

o

BCD time code

o

Geophysical alerts

o

Marine storm warnings

~ ~MEGA

V.o~~~~
o

from Dec. '91 'Soviet Ham Digest,' published
by the Prometheus Amateur Assssiation in
Donetskaya obi., Ukraine. Alex is editor.

al Position System (GPS) status
f l orts

,
(Annual SHD subsciptions are available for
$12 by writing:
George Yankopolus, NA30
3 Glen Meadow Dr.,
Glen Mills, PA 19342)

Navigation System status
reports

:xcerpteq..n-~m

NIST Special Publication 432
(revisel 1990), as reprinted in January 1992
'Siera '-the club paper of Sierra Intermountain Emergency Radio Association
(Minden, NV)
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Brand Loyalty
by Jack Tippit, K5BIT

~

A few years ago General Electric bought
RCA to get NBC-TV. GE sold RCA's
consumer electronics business to Thompson
of France, along with a lease on the name GE
for consumer electronic products, but GE
kept the rights to some RCA products.
Then GE and Whirlpool, formerly part of
RCA battled over Roper Appliance. In~ the
end GE got its factories, Whirlpod1 ii:S name.
Now GE puts the RCA name on refrigerators
formerly made by Roper.
Thompson owns the names Telefunken,
Saba, Normende, and Ferguson in Europe.
Their appliances carry different names in
different countries.
Philips-<>f Holland-won the Magnavox,
Sylvania, and Philco names in the U.S. and
the Grundig name in Europe. But GTE owns
the Sylvania light bulb business here.
Marantz, the once-prestigious name in
American audio, has declined in quality
since Saul Marantz sold out. Philips recently
bought rights to the name in the U.S.; it
already owned the name and the factories in
the rest of the world.
Mcintosh, another fine old name in
American audio, was purchased by Clarion,
of Japan, in 1960.
And do you remember Fisher, the
American maker of audio equipment with a
bird emblem? Avery Fisher sold out in the
sixties and use the proceeds to endow
Lincoln Center and to rebuild Philharmonic
Hall, now known as Avery Fisher Hall. The
Fisher components you see in stores are
made and marketed by San yo.
Sherwood was a good line of audio
equipment, made in Chicago. The Sherwood
name now fronts a Korean company.
Zenith is still Zenith, unless you're talking
personal computers; those are made by
Groupe Bull of France.
There must be a moral, but other than the
admonishment not to let brand loyalty weigh
too heavily on you, I don't know what it is.
from the Feb. '92 'TARC Bulletin' of the
Temple (TX) Amateur Radio Club
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Handling Emergencies .
someone with a neck or spme InJury
should not be moved and that the
Most of us will eventually find ourselves in
neck should not be flexed during
an emergency situation where our help and
CPR. If you suspect such injuries,
skills are needed. If you happen upon a
have someone else brace the head
serious traffic accident or injury, your most
with their hands or bring a large
important skill may be first-aid rather than
object alongside to prevent such
autopatching.
movement.
The brain can survive only five or six 3. If the victim is bleeding copiously,
minutes without oxygen and brain damage
apply pressure directly to the wound
·can occur in even less time if circulation
q maintain that pressure until
cut off. Arterial bleeding from even a small ~
~help arrives.
arm or head wound can quickly beco e
~ ~- iate CPR and bleeding
fatal. A victim who has stopped breathin
rot>l
addressed, use your
who has severe bleeding probably won'
· to c
~~~e
o m,~t, while_ CPR
saved by the paramedics you could sum
s
~~
e efiJne_
Vs done m the
What's needed are basic cardio-pulmo
equire~ sional training to be
movie
resuscitation (CPR) skills.
effective s void" serious injury to the
So size up the situation before reac · g for victim. A g
PR class covers the
the radio. The Red Cross suggests these essentials in a
~~ hour. If you're
simple rules:
interested in this trai fg.~ontact your local
1. Scan the scene for immediate dangers
Red Cross.
to yourself and the victim.
And remember, an accident may not look
2. If it's safe to proceed, determine if the serious from the other side of the road, yet
victim has stopped breathing. Shout at victims may have stopped breathing or have
him or her and, if there's no response,
arterial bleeding. Be sure to evaluate the
clear the airway, tilt and raise the
situation before you stop to dial 911.
chin, and give two full breaths. Check
-from the June 1991 bulletin of the
for pulse. If no pulse is found, begin
Bridger/and Amateur Radio Club (Utah)
chest compressions. Be aware that

by Scott Cannon, N7LMO

Treasurer's Report

Tornado Detector

Jan 1 to Jan 31,1992

author unknown

by Bob, N06X

Lightning and tornadoes generate RF energy
at frequencies that can be detected by
anyone. Your TV, tuned to an unused VHF
channel will work. On a high channel (12 or
13), adjust the brightness so the screen is
almost black. Then select channel-2.
Lightning produces momentary bri~ht
bands. Tornadoes within about twenty miles
brighten the entire screen, continuo~sly ..
A portable AM radio works too. Ltghtmng
produces loud static crashes, while tornadoes
make a continuous hiss or rush-sound.
from the Copper County RAA (Dollar Bay,
Ml) 'The Landline'-Feb. '92 iss~e. The
original source, cited in The Land/me, and
in their source, 'H/·0' (Lakehead ARC,
Thunder Bay, Canada) was the fall 1991
issue of 'The OMIK Communicator.'

Checking account activity:
Dec 31 EOM balance
10,379.03
Receipts
1,153.00
Jan dinner mtg
1,153.00
11,532.03
Sub total
3,735.28
Expenditures
7,796.75
Jan 31 EOM balance
Savings account activity:
l.Bank of America (1/21/92)
14,763.92
2.American Savings (1!8/92)
9,804.41
Repeater fund:
1,605.60
Balance as of 1/10/92
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Phonetics Over the Years

D Don

Buy
Cast
Dock

Butter
Charlie
Duff

Beer
Charlie
Don

Boston
Chicago
Denver

Baker
Charlie
Dog

Baker
Charlie
David

Baltimore
Casablanca
Denmark

E
F
G
H

Easy
Fox
George
Have

Edward
Freddy
George
Harry

Edward
Freddy
George
Harry

Easy
Frank
George
Henry

Edward
Fox
George
How

Edward
Frank
George
Henry

Edison
Florida
Gallipoli
Havana

George
Harry

Hotel

I
J
K
L

Item
Jig
King
Love

Ink
Johnnie
King
London

Ink
Johnnie
King
London

Ida
John
King
Lincoln

Item
Jig
King
Love

Ida
John
King
Lewis

I tali a
Jerusalem
Kilogramme
Liverpool

Isaac
Jack
King
London

India
Juliet
Kilo
Lima

Emma Mike
N
Nap
0
Opal
p
Pup

Monkey
Nuts
Orange
Pudding

Monkey
Nuts
Orange
Pip

Mary
New York
Ocean
Peter

Mike
Nan
Oboe
Peter

Mary
Nancy
Otto
Peter

Madagascar
New York
Oslo
Paris

Mary
Nellie
Oliver
Peter

Mike
Oscar
Papa

Q
R

Quack
Rush
Sail
Tape

Queenie
Robert
Sugar
Tommy

Queen
Robert
Sugar
Toe

Queen
Roger
Sugar
Thomas

Queen
Roger
Sugar
Tape

Queen
Robert
Susan
Thomas

Quebec
Roma
Santiago
Tripoli

Queen
Robert
Samuel
Tommy

Quebec
Romeo
Sierra
Tango

Unit
Vice
Watch

Uncle
Vinegar
Willie
Xerxes

Uncle
Vic
William
X-ray

Union
Victor
William
X-ray

Uncle
Victor
William
X-ray

Union
Victor
William
X-ray

Uppsala
Valencia
Washington
Xantippe

Uncle
Victor
William
X-ray

Uniform
Victor
Whiskey
X-ray

Yellow

Yorker
Zebra

Young
Zero

Yoke
Zebra

Young
Zebra

Yokohama Yellow
Zurich
Zebra

B Beer

c

~

s

Esses
T Toe

u

v

Vic

Yankee
Zulu

' the newsletter of the Amateur Radio Club of El Caion {southern California!
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Newcomer
Bashing
by Mike Pagel, KA9LAQ

In recent weeks ham circulars, published
letters, and articles by members of the
Amateur Radio fmternity have taken up the
sport of newcomer bashing.
While sociologists would probably blame
their aggressive, punitive attitudes on
tmumatic childhoods, I prefer to attribute
such smug assertions of superiority to highly
selective memories.
The writers must have forgotten the errors
they committed as newcomers to the hobby.
Or perhaps they're motivated by the memory
of a thrashing they were given by some
earlier curmudgeon.
Newcomers will make mistakes,
regardless of their levels of code proficiency.
But they learn from their mistakes and
they'llleam faster with the help of a veteran
who cares enough to become a mentor.
The alternative is for newcomers to be
punished by those who choose to judge
mther than teach and help.
When I was a kid, my hometown was
serious about voter turnout. A duck was
caged in front of a downtown grocery and
beneath a sign reading, "I don't vote, I just
squawk."
So if you're not part of the solution,
perhaps you're part of the problem. In an em
when the half-life of a technical education is
just five years, change isn't just inevitable;
it's a necessary part of survival- of
ourselves and of our hobby. Change can
present opportunity, so it need not be feared.
Technical innovation may alter Amateur
Radio at an accelerating rate but civility,
courtesy, and common sense are timeless.
Ham Radio is not entirely about technology;
it's also about the people who populate our
ranks and use that technology to
communicate with one another.
Courtesy and assistance to newcomers
represent the very best traditions of our
hobby. How many people do you know who
can't program their VCR or microwave
oven? Is it any wonder a rookie is
overwhelmed by today's rigs?
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To those who detest error-prone and
inexperienced newcomers (especially the
no-code variety), I ask you to consider the
future of this hobby. Think before you react
to a situation involving a newcomer. You'll
get better results by extending a helping
hand than by using the back of it.

Welcome to
Ukraine

from 'Watts Snoo', the paper Central Wis-

Earlier, before we could have anyone stay
with us--even a relative- we had to fill out
a form, supplying the visitor's name, place
of birth, etc. The particulars on the applicant
were even more detailed. Then we had to get
the form certified by an official at work, and
bring it and the required fee to the town's
department of internal affairs.
After a wait, which could be months, we
were given an appointment to be
interviewed. Then we had to be patient and
wait, wait, wait some more while everything
was checked. The process frequently took
more than a year.
Now that Ukraine has become an
independent state, it's all changed.
Foreigners landing at Kiev's Borispol airport
just pay $50 for a visa and they are free to
come and stay with us.
So welcome to Ukraine, dear friends.
PAA members are invited to our annual
Hamfest in September. If you would like to
visit PAA headquarters and see how an
independent Ukraine fares, just write me for
details. You are most welcome here!

consin Radio Amateurs, Ltd. (University of
Wisconsin, Stevens Point)

Dawn Surprise
At daybreak, on 75, out my window I see
Something big, it's bigger than me.
I begin to worry but it soon disapears;
When Bob turns his beam to get the Zaires.
-Bill Schmall, WD6AFC

Reorganization
Every time we were beginning to form up
into teams, we would be reorganized. I was
to learn later in life that we tend to meet any
new situation by reorganizing; and a
wonderful method it can be for creating the
illusion of progress while producing
confusion, inefficiency, and demomlization.
-Petronius Arbiter, 210 B. C.

Pileup's Din
Who can go and not be thrilled
When out of a pileup's din,
You call, then hear ... your call, quite clear.
The only way to win!
-AF6S (1991)

by Alex N. Ulyanich, RB51J

from Dec. '91 'Soviet Ham Digest,' published
by the Prometheus Amateur Association in
Donetskaya obi., Ukraine. Alex is editor.
(Annual SHD subsciptions are available for
$12 by writing:
George Yankopolus, NA30
3 Glen Meadow Dr.,
Glen Mills, PA 19342)

Mountain Top
Editor's Big Boo-Boo
About the worst error that can be made
in a ham publication is to get a callsign
wrong, as I did in the February story
about HRO. Bob Ferrero's call, of
course, is W6RJ. Strangely enough Jim
Rafferty, N6RJ-whose call appeared
mistakenly in the story, works for Bob.
Both have my sincere apologies.
-AF6S (error spotted by N/6T)

Ham on a mountain, tower on top,
Can the pileups always pop.
Ham in flatland, you and I,
Stuck with noise and TVI,
May eventually winkle through! do sometimes; so do you.
But not with ease and not with grace;
A mountain top's a wonderful place.
- AF6S
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DX Paradise

Heard on the
Party Line

by Dave Barton, AF6S

by Dr. Charles Vorderberg, W0CCT

At dawn in Spring the terminator
Crossed the poles and my locator.
I made a test and what I sent
Was just a dit-out it went.
But I was listening QSK;
Would it return the other way?
Sure enough, without much slack,
It did, indeed; that dit came back.
It made a beep in my receiver;
That's why I'm a true believer.
Now you know, as you key or shout;
What you send goes round about.
But that you say, in tone quite quizzical
Is only propagation physical.
It's true on Earth, just as you mention
But don't forget that other dimension.
I just explained the test I used,
To make sure you weren't confused.
That done, now I'll introduce
A concept of enlightened use.
The Golden Rule DXers keep:
Never sow what you'd not reap.
Keep this rule in pileups delinquent;
When "up" and "lid" are heard so frequent.
And if you ne'er make Honor Roll,
You'll still be invited- well, your soulTo run a station, way out in the night;
Galactic DX-it's faster than light.
How many "countries" are out there to work?
Why, nobody knowsthe game's special quirk.
You keep your own score-no QSL sheets:
An honor system, without any cheats.
The rig's a dream, tho' it makes no sparks;
It sends neutrinos, gluons and quarks.
And no FCC will limit your power;
You can run Tera-Watts, hour on hour.
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A receiver that's sensitive, I've been told;
Input's at one degree Kelvin-that's cold!
The only hitch (did no one plan it?):
Turning antennas the size of a planet!
New ones will keep you, 'till Hell is cold,
And you'll never hear a cuss or a scold.
Though DX IS ad infinitum,
Only the best; do the gods invite 'em.
What? You suffer from medium tedium?
Visit a spot like Orion's Trapezium!
Operate there and you'll be the first,
In that pretty place where new stars burst.

When listening on the bands, be aware of
half-truths-you may hear the wrong half.
A 20-meter operator said he worked in Des
Moines. I lost him in the QRM before I could
learn whether it was copper or coal.
I paid cash for my new equipment-except
for the batteries, which were charged.
A G4 said, "By flu bakes be veddy, veddy
code in de node."
To make a long story short, don't tell it.
A failure has no obligation to tell the truth.

When you return to be covered in greetings,
Beseeched for speechings at DXer meetings;
Not only on Earth and Jupiter's luniesAt Mirzam and Rigel way out in the boonies.
Someone keeps logs like we never could,
Tracking DXers to know who's been good,
Rewarding the true for conduct laudable,
And keeping hereafter the others inaudible.

Some OMs will argue at the drop of a hint.
2-meter bore: here today and here tomorrow.
What most QSOs lack in depth, they make
up for in length.
Thought while waiting for a rare DX QSL:
the mail carrier has stopped to watch a snail
zip by.
"Null" is a four-letter void.

More about those who fail the big test:
Unhappy their fate for they'll never rest.
QRM for them from jerks galore,
On weak DX signals they can't ignore.
QRV forever by key and mike,
In hot, humid hamshacks- all alike.
Never to hear their calls with elations;
Just other lids, QRMing the stations.
So get on the list for DX paradise,
Where DXers go who've always been nice;
And mind bad habits and tricks on the air
'cause you'll be judged, final and fair.
And if you don't make Honor Roll,
You're still invited; well, your soul,
To run a station, way out in the night;
Galactic DX- it's faster than light.
-AF6S July 1991

-from the Feb. 1992 ARNS Bulletin.

·From England
~

D~~
itor:
G~
· s from England!

If's
~s a pleasant surprise to run
acros\ an ·. J.hoxc member on the bands.
I'm QRY...-;r~~J2S (G0 French Onion
Soup) on 10- an" l'J._m SSB and on CW too.
Look for me arotmd 1700 zulu daily and on
weekends.
I can also be reached by packet via
G4YGN via GB7WRG. A suggestion: put
members' packet routing in the roster.
Finally, I wonder if everyone knows that
ex-club-member Bob Furzer, N6BFM, is
QRV as 9K2ZZ in Kuwait City? Bob's
home base now is Atlanta.
73 de Jerry Bliss, K6SMH/G0CL Y
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